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ENGLISH VERSION 
1)  fe;/ ˘ jok fdZsk j't/ sK fejVk w[jktok tofsnk iKdk j?   L 

 (A)  dzd ghjD/  (B)  dzd s'VB/      (C)  dzdK dh w[ozws  eoBh      (D)  dzd yZN/ eoB/ 
 

(2) Ù[ZX w[jktok u[D'  L 

 (A)  f;o'A s/b bzxDk (B)  f;o'A eK bzxDk (C)  f;o'A gkDh bzxDk (D)  f;o'A fxT[ bzxDk 
 

(3) nfwqs;o d y/so ftZu  fejVh GkÙk p'bh iKdh j?  L 

 (A)  wbtJh  (B)  wkMh  (C)  MKrh   (D)  g[nkXh 
 

(4) “T[j nwho j? go yZ[bQ-fdbk BjhA j?” fejVk tke j? L 

 (A)  ;z:[es  (B)  ft;fwe  (C)  fwÙos  (D)  gqÙB tkue 
 

(5) “¯kn?dk” Ùpd Ù{ZX eoe/ fby'   L 

 (A)    fJ  (B)  J/   (C)  Jh   (D)  nk 
 

Directions: (Q. No. 6-8):-    Choose the correct antonym of each of the following words out of 
the four given options: 
6.  Deference 
 (A) Disrespect   (B) Honour    (C) Similarity   (D) Difference 
 
7.  Cajolery 
 (A) Flattery    (B) Bullying     (C) Shyness    (D) Persuasion 
 
8.  Callow 
 (A) Cruel    (B) Kind    (C) Mature    (D) Rash 
 
Directions (Q.9-10):-   Choose the correct preposition to be filled in the blanks out of the four 
options given below:-  
9.  Dhoni is quite confident ___ India’s victory in the Champions Trophy. 
 (A) by    (B) at     (C) with    (D) of 
 
10.  Raman is envious ___ Hari’s success. 
 (A) of     (B) at     (C) with    (D) from 
 

11. Name the Sikh Guru who died while he was still a child 
 A) Guru Ram Dass    B) Guru Har Rai  
 C) Guru Amar Dass    D) Guru Har Kishan 
 

12. Devi Talab Mandir is located in which of the following city of Punjab? 
 A) Kapurthala  B) Jalandhar C) Hoshiarpur  D) Sangrur 
 

13. How many alphabets are there in Gurmukhi 
 A) Thirty Five (35) B) Thirty Six (36) C) Thirty Seven (37)    D) Twenty Six (26) 
 

14. Who said “We are not Sikhs or Punjabis our religion was patriotism” 
 A) Sohan Singh Bhakna   B) Lala Hardyal   
 C) Kartar Singh Sarabha   D) Bhagat Singh  
 

15. According to 2011 census what percentage of working population of state is employed in 
agriculture sector 

 A) 39%  B) 49%  C) 59%  D) 69% 
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16. Which of the following blood groups is a universal recipient? 
 A) A   B) B   C) AB   D) O 
 

17. Census of population in India is done after: 
 A) 2 years  B) 5 years  C) 7 years  D) 10 years 
 

18. Who can initiate impeachment proceedings against the President of India? 
 A) Only Lok Sabha    B) Rajya Sabha 
 C) Any Vidhan Sabha    D) Either House of Parliament 
 

19. Which one of the following contains the Gayatri Mantra? 
 A) Rig Veda  B) Yajur Veda  C) Upanishad  D) Aranyakas 
 

20. Which two countries signed Agreement for the Modernisation of Indian Railways? 
 A) United States and India   B) India and Belgium 
 C) India and Afghanistan   D) Russia and China 
 

21. Choose the odd one out. 
 A) Sun   B) Moon  C) Star   D) Universe 
 

22. If ‘ski rps tri’ stands for ‘nice Sunday morning’, ‘ teh sti rps’ stands for ‘every Tuesday 
morning’ and ‘ski ptr qlm’ stands for ‘nice market place’, which word stands for 
‘Sunday’? 

 A) ski   B) rps   C) tri   D) qlm 
 

23. E is the son of A. D is the son of B. E is married to C. C is B’s daughter. How is D 
related to E? 

 A) Brother  B) Uncle  C) Father-in-law D) Brother-in-law 
 

24. Pointing to a man in a photograph, Asha said, “His mother’s only daughter is my 
mother.” How is Asha related to that man? 

 A) Nephew  B) Sister  C) Wife  D) Niece 
 

25. If (i) P is taller than Q, (ii) R is shorter than P, (iii) S is taller than T but shorter than Q, 
then who among them is the tallest? 

 A) P   B) Q   C) S   D) T 
 

26. A, B, C, D, E and F are sitting around a round table. A is between E and F, E is opposite 
D, and C is not in either of the neighbouring seats of E. Who is opposite to B? 

 A) C   B) D   C) F   D) None of these 
 

27. I am facing east. I turn 100o in the clockwise direction and then 145o in the anti 
clockwise direction. Which direction am I facing now? 

 A) East  B) North-east  C) North  D) South-west 
 

28. Read the trend of characters in the following matrix and find out the missing character. 
23 529 1024 

21 441 144 

19 361 ? 
 A) 1441  B) 3529  C) 8281  D) 9361 
 

29. How many 7s immediately preceded by 6 but not immediately followed by 4 are there in 
the following series? 

 7  4  2  7  6  4  3  6  7  5  3  5  7  8  4  3  7  6  7  2  4  0  6  7  4  3 
 A) One   B) Two  C) Four  D) Six 
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30. Replace the question mark(?) in the given series. 

 11
�

�
, 12

�

�
, 14

�

�
, 16

�



, ? 

 A) 8
�



   B) 19

�

�
  C) 20   D) 22

�



 

 

31. 
����� × 
��

���� ÷

= ? 

 A) 4
�



   B) 3   C) 2

�



   D) 21 

 

32. The average age of 40 students of a class is 15 years. When 10 new students are 
admitted, the average age is increased by 0.2 year. The average age of the new students 
is: 

 A) 15.2 years  B) 16 years  C) 16.2 years  D) 16.4 years 
 

33. The ratio of present ages of two brothers is 1:2 and 5 years back the ratio was 1:3. What 
will be the ratio of their ages after 5 years? 

 A) 1:4   B) 2:3   C) 3:5   D) 5:6 
 

34. A man sold an article at a loss of 20%. If he sells the article for 12 more, he would 
have gained 10%. The cost price of the article is: 

 A) 60  B) 40  C) 30  D) 22 
 

35. Kamal can do a work in 15 days. Bimal is 50% more efficient than Kamal. The number 
of days, Bimal will take to do the same piece of work, is 

 A) 10   B) 10
�

�
   C) 12   D) 14 

36. A student walks from his house at 2
�

�
 km/hr and reaches his school late by 6 minutes. 

Next day, he increases his speed by 1 km/hr and reaches 6 minutes before school time. 
How far is the school from his house? 

 A) 
�

�
 km  B) 

�

�
 km  C) 

�

�
 km  D) 

��

�
 km 

 

37. A farmer borrowed 3600 at 15% per annum. At the end of 4 years he cleared his 
account by paying 4000 and a goat. The cost of the goat is: 

 A) 1000  B) 1200  C) 1550  D) 1760 
 

38. The cost of carpeting a room 15 m long with a carpet 75 cm wide at 90 p per metre is  
108. The breadth of the room is: 

 A) 6 m   B) 8 m   C) 9 m   D) 12 m 
 

39. At what time between 4 and 5 o’clock will the hands of a watch point in opposite 
directions? 

 A) 45 min. past 4 B) 40 min. past 4 C)50
�

��
 min. past 4 D) 54

�

��
 min. past 4 

 

40. The greatest number of 5 digits, which is divisible by 15, 36, 21 is 
 A) 99459  B) 99540  C) 99979  D) 99999 
 

41. Most important single factor for a successful teacher 
 A) communicative ability   B) scholarship 
 C) personality and ability to relate to pupils D) organizational ability 
42. Use of telecast materials 
 A) enhances concentration and learning B) increases retention power 
 C) reduces burden of the teacher  D) all of the above 
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43. The teaching imparted to the students can be effective if 
 A) the teacher has deep knowledge of his subject 
 B) students have interest in the subject 
 C) teaching is according to mental level of the students 
 D) same lesson is repeated again and again 
 

44. Freedom in education means 
 A) wayward behavior of students   
 B) spirit of opposing the rules of school regularly 
 C) one’s own free growth and recognition of other’s freedom to grow freely 
 D)  spirit of unhealthy and foul practice to compete with others 
 

45. Teaching is superior to instructions because 
 A) interaction between teacher and learners take place but not in instructions 
 B) instruction is lying in teaching act but vice-versa is not true 
 C) teaching involves all aspects of behavior but instruction is related to constructive 

aspect 
 D) all of above 
 

46. Memory-level learning generally 
 A) involves cramming up           B) involves understanding 
 C) significantly related to the material being studied        D) involves practical training 
 

47. For comprehensive evaluation of a student, which type of question paper is most useful? 
 A) objective type       B) essay type   
 C) short type        D) balanced combination of all the three above 
 

48. Which one of the following is taken care of while designing the curriculum? 
 A) objective of education   B) interest of students 
 C) the teaching method   D) students ability 
 

49. Which Article in the Constitution deals with elementary education? 
 A) Article 370  B) Article 45  C) Article 19  D) Article 226 
 

50. ‘Spare the rod and spoil the child’, in modern educational system serve our purpose in a 
 A) better way  B) worst way      C) effective manner        D) exclusive manner 
 

51.  What is spam e-mail? 
A) Unsolicited commercial/non-commercial e-mail  B) A Usenet archive 
C) A computer virus      D) An encryption algorithm 
 

52.  Which of the following lists memory types from highest to lowest speed?  
A) secondary storage, main memory, L2 cache, registers  
B) registers, L1 cache, secondary storage, main memory  
C) registers, L2 cache, main memory, secondary storage 
D) L1 cache, registers, main memory, secondary storage 

 

53.  Clock speed, the speed at which a processor executes instructions, is measured in 
__________, which equates to one million ticks of the system clock.  
A) kilobytes (KB)    B) milliseconds (ms)   
C) gigahertz (GHz)    D) nanoseconds (ns) 

    

54.  Which of following will not advance the slides in slide show view of MS-Power Point? 
 A) Enter key  B) Tab Key  C) Spacebar Key D) Mouse button 
 

55.  If we want to select all text in Microsoft word, we will use shortcut key : 
A) CTRL + S  B) CTRL + C  C) CTRL + A  D) CTRL + V 
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56. What is selvage? 
A) Self finished edge B) Non finished edge C) Not an edge D) Faulty fabric 

 
57. What is the fabric grain? 
 A) Fabric made out of grain           B) Grainy fabric 
 C) Fabric woven along the selvage.          D) Fabric woven perpendicular to the selvage 

 

58. What is bias grain? 
A) Bias grain is the thread line that is at a forty five degree angle to the selvage 

 B) Bias grain is the thread line that is at a sixty five degree angle to the selvage 
 C) Bias grain is the thread line that is at zero degree angle to the selvage 
 D) Bias grain is the selvage line of the fabric 
 

59. A line on a pattern piece with arrows that show how to place the pattern on the straight 
grain. 

 A) place on fold  B) grain line  C) Bias D) Notch 
 
60. Which of the following is Used with tracing paper to transform pattern markings to 

fabric 
 A) Tracing wheel  B) Carbon dioxide C) Iron  D) Heat transfer 
 
61. A bracketed grainline that indicates the pattern edge is to be placed exactly on the folded 

edge of the fabric. 
 A) Bias  B) grain line  C) Place on fold D) Notch 
 
62. A measuring rod a yard long, typically divided into inches. 
 A) Inch tape  B) Yard stick  C) Ruler  D) scale 
 
63. Home appliance consisting of a flat metal base that is heated and used to smooth cloth. 
 A) Iron   B) Brick  C) Hot Air  D) Cold Air 
 
64. Used for cutting fabric shapes, the lower blade is angled and lets the fabric rest on it  
 A)Machine needle B)Hand needle C)Bent handled shears     D)Pinking shears 
 
65. A padded sleeve-shaped board used to help press small details in garments  
 A) Scissors  B) Sleeve board C) Place on fold D) Ironing board 
 
66. Fabric between the line for cutting and the line for stitching  
 A) Grain line  B) Seam allowance C) Sewing gauge D) Thimble 
 
67. A small firm cushion in which pins or needles are stuck when not in use  
 A) Iron   B) Pin cushion  C) Grain line  D) notch 
 
68. A cut, indentation, or mark that is used to measure something  
 A) Dart  B) Dot   C) Iron   D) Notch 
 
69. An ironing board is used to iron 
 A) Only sleeves  B) only shirts  C) Any garment        D)None of the above 
 
70. Directional stitching is done in the  
 A) same direction as fabric grain  B) opposite direction 
 C) from underneath    D) None of the above 
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71. A sewing gauge which is 6” long with a slide, helps you mark a hem or smaller amounts. 
 A) The statement is true   B) The statement is false   
 

72. A Thimble protects 
 A) Eyes  B) fingers  C) Thumb           D) None of the above 
 

73. A machine needle carries the thread through the fabric when sewing by hand- has an 
‘eye’ for threading 

 A) The statement is true   B) The statement is false   
 

74 .  The following alternatives contain factors that could determine the success or failure of a 
designer. Which alternative contains only internal factors?  

   A) Environmental, facilities, financial   B) Expertise, facilities, financial  
  C) Expertise, environmental, cultural   D) Financial, environmental, cultural  
 

75.    Hand embroidery would be a suitable method of fabric decoration for which of the 
following end-uses?  

   A) Beach towels, tents and cushions  
  B) Cushions, christening gowns and wall hangings  
  C) Fashion articles, corporate wear and wall hangings  
  D) Hand towels, school uniforms and high-end fashion  
   
76.   Which of the following have the greatest influence on the creative work of costume 

designers?  
 A) Technology and globalisation   B) Self-expression and pollution  
 C) Climate change and globalisation   D) Resources available and self-expression  
  
77. What is appliqué?  
   A) Fabric secured onto a base fabric by embroidery stitches  
  B) A surface decoration using the application of print paste  
  C) The application of wax as a resist method to colour fabric  
  D) A decorative design applied by the interlacing of different coloured yarns    
 
78. Among these which one is flat stich 
 A) Chain  B) Satin  C) French  D) Blanket stitch 
 
79. Among the following which one is loop stitch? 
 A) Satin  B) Lazy-daizy  C) Kashmiri  D) Herring bone 
 
80. Which one of the following is correct? 
            (A) In cut work both blanket stitch and button hole stitches are required. 
            (B) In cut work both blanket stitch and button hole stitches are not required. 
            (C) In cut work button hole stitches are needed but not the blanket stitch. 
            (D) In cut work blanket stitches are needed but not the button hole stitches. 
 
81. Appropriate difference between herring bone and shadow work is  
 A) Herring bone is done on the backside of the cloth where as shadow work is done on 

the front side of the cloth.  
 B) Herring bone is done on the front side of the cloth while shadow work is done on the 

back side of the cloth.  
 C) Herring bone and shadow work both are done on the back side of the cloth.  
 D) Herring bone and shadow work both are done on the front side of the cloth.  
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82. One important use of lace is 
 A) to increase the breadth of a garment 
 B) to increase the length of a garment 
 C) to enhance the beauty of a garment 
 D) to enhance the volume of a garment 
 

83. Which one is correct? 
 A) Blanket stitch is peripheral    B) Blanket stitch is not peripheral   
 C) Button hole stitch is peripheral   D) None of the above is correct 
 

84. Which one of the following differences are correct in case of back & stem stitch? 
 A) Back stitch gradually goes up from bottom to up side while stem stitch Gradually 

comes down from upside to bottom. 
 B) Back stitch gradually comes down from upside to bottom while stem stitch Gradually 

goes up from bottom to upside. 
 C) Back and stem stitches both come down from top to bottom. 
 D) Back and stem stitches both go up gradually from bottom to top. 
 

85. What is the best process of mirror setting? 
 A) by hand      B) by single machine     C) by double machine D) by picot machine 
 

86. The process of setting “salma” is that 
 A) Salma is cut by scissors according to need then needle is inserted into it and set by 

threads. 
 B) Salma is set by gum. 
 C) Salma is set by lac. 
 D) Salma is set by paraffin 
87. What is the nature of Jari? 
 A) Thread/ Metal B) Only metal       C) Plastic  D) Metal & Plastic 
 
88. Lazy-daizy stitch is one kind of 
 A) Gradual run stitch        B) One or two chain stitch     
 C) Two double knot stitch   D) Five French knot stitch 
 

89. The process for stitching a couching is 
 A) Consequent knots are given on threads 
 B) French knot stitch is applied to a thread on another thread 
 C) According to design a thread is placed on another thread and knotted thereafter. 
 D) To chains and one knot are applied. 
 

90. Bullion knot looks like 
 A) a coiled thread     B) a bird       C) a butterfly  D) a round wire 
 

91. With the help of which of the following material(s) “Adda” is made? 
 A) Metal/Plastic       B) Wood/Metal       C) Wood  D) Wood/Plastic 
 

92. The sari which is made up of Ari is tensioned and placed on a large frame named as- 
 A) Chouki   B) Square bamboo    C) Adda  D) Badham 
 

93. Pattern Manipulation is done by 
 A) Mental manipulation   B) Physical manipulation 
 C) Dart manipulation    D) Rubbing manipulation 
 

94. A ‘capri’ is at 
 A) Crotch level  B) Ankle level  C) Knee level  D) Calf level 
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95. A gusset piece can be inserted at the crotch level only 
 A) The statement is true   B) The statement is false   
 

96. A fashion ‘croque’ comprises of  
 A) 10 heads  B) 8 heads  C) 12 heads  D) 11 heads 
 

97. Which of the following is a principle of applying colour to yarns? 
 A) Bleaching     B) Digital imaging 
 C) Immersion      D) Warping 
 

98. Upon which you will depend most for selling of your products? 
 A) Quality  B) Environment C) Quantity  D) Communication 
 

99. In earlier days by which of the following material Jari work could be done? 
 A) Cork  B) Fiber  C) Glass  D) Gold and silver 
 

100. Access to the internet has increased the worldwide distribution of textile products. What 
is this an example of? 

 A) Globalisation   B) Technical production 
 C) Government legislation  D) Off-shore mass production   
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Answer- Key  
Code: CTI-16 (Cutting & Tailoring Instructor) 

 
 

Q. Ans. Q. Ans. Q. Ans. Q. Ans. 

1 D 26 C 51 A 76 D 

2 C 27 B 52 C 77 A 

3 B 28 C 53 C 78 B 

4 A 29 B 54 B 79 B 

5 A 30 C 55 C 80 C 

6 A 31 C 56 A 81 B 

7 B 32 B 57 C 82 C 

8 C 33 C 58 A 83 A 

9 D 34 B 59 B 84 A 

10 A 35 A 60 A 85 A 

11 D 36 B 61 C 86 A 

12 B 37 D 62 B 87 B 

13 A 38 A 63 A 88 C 

14 A 39 D 64 C 89 A 

15 A 40 B 65 B 90 B 

16 C 41 C 66 B 91 C 

17 D 42 A 67 B 92 C 

18 D 43 C 68 D 93 D 

19 A 44 C 69 C 94 B 

20 B 45 D 70 A 95 B 

21 D 46 A 71 A 96 A 

22 C 47 D 72 B 97 C 

23 D 48 A 73 B 98 A 

24 D 49 B 74 B 99 D 

25 A 50 B 75 B 100 A 
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